
Chapter 1Computational Complexityof Counting in SparselyNetworked DisreteDynamial SystemsPredrag T. To�si�Department of Computer SieneUniversity of Illinois at Urbana Champaignp-tosi�s.uiu.eduWe study the omputational omplexity of ounting various types of on�gurationsin ertain lasses of network automata viewed as disrete dynamial systems. Exam-ples of types of on�gurations of interest are the stable or �xed point on�gurations(FPs), the unreahable or garden of Eden on�gurations (GEs), and the predeessoron�gurations. In partiular, we show in this paper that ounting the �xed points ofSequential and Synhronous Dynamial Systems (SDSs and SyDSs, respetively) is, ingeneral, omputationally intratable. This intratability is shown to still hold wheneah node of an SDS or SyDS is required to update aording to either (i) a monotonelinear threshold Boolean funtion, or (ii) a symmetri Boolean funtion. Furthermore,the hardness of the exat enumeration of FPs holds even in some severely restritedases. Conretely, ounting FPs of symmetri (alternatively, monotone) Boolean SDSsand SyDSs is hard even when the nodes of an SDS or SyDS use at most two di�er-ent symmetri (monotone) Boolean funtions, and, additionally, when the underlyinggraphs are onstrained so that eah node has only  = O(1) neighbors for small valuesof . Our results have onsiderable impliations for a number of domains, from ad hoommuniation networks and loosely oupled multi-agent systems in distributed AI,to onnetionist AI (Hop�eld networks), statistial physis (the Ising model and spinglasses), and theoretial biology (Kau�man's random Boolean networks).



2 Complexity of Counting in Disrete Dynamial Systems1 IntrodutionWe study ertain lasses of network automata that an be used as an abstrationof networks of reative agents or omplex dynamial systems whose omplexitystems from oupling and interation among their simple individual omponents.These network automata an also be viewed as a theoretial model for the om-puter simulation of a broad variety of omputational, physial, soial, and soio-tehnial distributed infrastrutures. In the present work, as well as in severalprior, loosely related papers (see, e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24℄),the general approah has been to study mathematial and omputational on-�guration spae properties of suh network automata: what are the possibleglobal behaviors of the entire system, given the simple loal behaviors of itsomponents, and the interation pattern among those omponents.Our reent [20, 21, 22, 24, 25℄ and ongoing [23℄ researh fous has been ondetermining how many �xed point and other types of on�gurations of interestsuh network automata have, and how hard is the omputational problem ofounting those on�gurations. In this paper, we establish the omputationalintratability of enumerating the �xed point on�gurations of sparse Sequentialand Synhronous Dynamial Systems, as well as (when appliable) sparse dis-rete Hop�eld networks, whose node update rules are restrited to either sym-metri funtions or monotone linear threshold funtions. Moreover, we showthat intratability of the exat enumeration of �xed points holds even when themaximum node degree in the underlying graph is bounded by a small onstant.Thus, for the disrete dynamial systems that an be abstrated as network au-tomata, a omplex and generally unpreditable global dynamis an be obtainedeven via uniformly sparse ouplings of simple loal interations.2 PreliminariesSequential Dynamial Systems (SDSs) have been proposed as an abstrat modelfor omputer simulations [5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄. This model has been applied in theontext of modeling and simulation of large-sale soio-tehnial systems, suhas, e.g., the TRANSIMS projet at the Los Alamos National Laboratory [10℄. AnSDS S = (G;F;�) onsists of three omponents. G(V;E) is an undireted graphwith jV j = n nodes, where eah node has a 1-bit state. F = (f1; f2; : : : ; fn) isthe global map of S, with fi denoting a Boolean funtion assoiated with nodevi. � is a permutation of (or a total order on) the nodes in V . If the permutation� is dropped out, and all the nodes update synhronously in parallel, we arriveat the de�nition of Synhronous Dynamial Systems (SyDSs) [2℄.A on�guration of a Boolean SDS S = (G;F;�) or an SyDS S 0 = (G;F ) is avetor (b1; b2; : : : ; bn) 2 f0; 1gn, where bi is the state of a node vi, for 1 � i � n.A on�guration C an also be thought of as a funtion C : V ! f0; 1gn. Asingle SDS or SyDS transition from one on�guration to another is obtained byupdating the state of eah node vi using the orresponding Boolean funtion fi.The node updates are arried out either synhronously in parallel (in ase of an



Complexity of Counting in Disrete Dynamial Systems 3SyDS), or in the order spei�ed by the permutation � (SDS). The global mapomputed by an S(y)DS S , denoted F = FS , spei�es for eah on�gurationC the next on�guration C0 = FS (C) reahed by S after arrying out theupdates of all the node states, whether in parallel or in the order given by�. Thus, the map FS : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gn is a total funtion on the setof global on�gurations. We say that S moves from a on�guration C to aon�guration FS (C) in a single transition step. Assuming that eah node updatefuntion fi is omputable in time polynomial in the size of the desription ofS , eah transition step will also take polynomial time in the size of the S(y)DS'sdesription [20, 21℄.The on�guration spae (also alled phase spae) PS of an SDS or SyDSS is a direted graph de�ned as follows. There is a vertex in PS for eahglobal on�guration of S . There is a direted edge from a vertex representingon�guration C to that representing on�guration C0 if FS (C) = C0. Sine anS(y)DS is deterministi, eah vertex in its phase spae has the out-degree of 1.A global on�guration C is alled a �xed point (FP) if FS (C) = C.3 Complexity of Counting: Main ResultsCounting or enumeration problems naturally arise in many ontexts, from ap-proximate reasoning and Bayesian belief networks in AI (e.g., [19℄), to networkreliability and fault-tolerane [26℄, to statistial physis [16℄. Counting prob-lems often arise in the ontext of disrete dynamial systems, as well [12, 20℄.Being able to eÆiently solve ertain ounting problems is essential for the fullunderstanding of the underlying dynamial system's qualitative behavior. Per-haps the most fundamental ounting problem about any dynamial system isto determine (or estimate) the number of attrators of that system [1℄; theseattrators orrespond to our �xed points. For example, in deterministi disretedynamial systems that are temporal yle-free, suh as the asynhronous (thatis, sequential) disrete Hop�eld networks with linear threshold update rules [15℄,the number of �xed points equals the number of possible dynamial evolutionsof the system. Another interpretation of the FP ount in the ontext of Hop-�eld networks is that it tells us how many distint patterns suh a network anmemorize [1, 15℄.Various on�guration spae properties of Boolean SDSs and SyDSs, as wellas the omputational omplexity of determining those properties, have beenextensively studied sine the two models were introdued in the late 1990s.Barrett, Mortveit and Reidys [7, 8, 18℄, as well as Laubenbaher and Pareigis [17℄,investigate various mathematial properties of sequential dynamial systems.Barrett et al. study the omputational omplexity of several problems abouton�guration spaes of S(y)DSs in [4, 5℄. Problems related to the existene of�xed point on�gurations are studied in [6℄.Our subsequent work further builds on the results in [6℄ by addressing theproblems of exat and approximate enumeration of various strutures suh asthe �xed points, the predeessor on�gurations, and the garden of Eden on�gu-



4 Complexity of Counting in Disrete Dynamial Systemsrations [20, 21, 22, 24, 25℄. Due to spae onstraints, in the rest of this paper weonly summarize the main results on the omputational omplexity of enumerat-ing FP on�gurations for ertain restrited lasses of Boolean S(y)DSs, and forthe related binary-valued disrete Hop�eld networks.3.1 Counting Fixed Points of Symmetri Boolean SDSsand SyDSsReferenes [7, 8, 24℄ study SDSs with symmetri Boolean node update funtions.These are the funtions with Boolean domain (and range), and suh that a fun-tion's value does not depend on the order in whih the input bits are spei�ed;that is, it only depends on how many of its inputs are 1. Symmetri fun-tions provide one possible way to model the mean �eld e�ets used in statistialphysis and studies of other large-sale systems [6℄.We establish in [21, 24℄ that ounting �xed points of Boolean SDSs andSyDSs with symmetri update rules is, in general, intratable:Lemma 3.1 [℄ The problems of ounting the �xed point on�gurations of sym-metri Boolean SDSs and SyDSs (abbreviated as #FP-Sym-S(y)DS) are #P-omplete.In the original onstrution used to establish the above result [21℄, the under-lying graphs are allowed to have one or more nodes with an unbounded numberof neighbors; suh node(s) would orrespond to the agents that an diretly in-terat with many other agents. Intuitively, it does not ome as a surprise thatdetermining the exat number of stable on�gurations of a networked disretedynamial system is hard when there are agents in the system that are apable ofinterating with other agents globally. In most large-sale networks and multi-agent systems in pratie, however, an agent an diretly ommuniate with onlya small number of other agents, i.e., the underlying ommuniation topology issparse. When the restritions are imposed onto this network topology so thatevery agent an interat only loally, and only with a handful of other agents,then one would intuitively expet that many properties of the olletive dynam-is, suh as determining the number of FPs, should beome tratable. However,we argue below that, in general, that intuition does not hold.Namely, we prove in [24, 25℄ that enumerating FPs of symmetri BooleanS(y)DSs remains intratable, even when the underlying graph, that is, the om-muniation network topology of the agents, is uniformly sparse. More onretely,the #FP-Sym-S(y)DS problem remains#P-omplete even when eah node ofan SDS or SyDS has only O(1) neighbors [24℄. In partiular, the intratability ofthe FP enumeration problem holds even when the underlying graph is 3-regularand also bipartite [25℄.Proposition 3.1 [℄ The problems of enumerating the �xed point on�gurationsof symmetri Boolean SDSs and SyDSs are #P-omplete even when the under-lying graphs are required to be both 3-regular and bipartite.The full proof of this interesting result an be found in our reent paper [25℄.



Complexity of Counting in Disrete Dynamial Systems 53.2 Counting Fixed Points of Monotone Linear ThresholdBoolean SDSs and SyDSsMonotone Boolean funtions, formulae and iruits have been extensively studiedin many areas of omputer siene, from mahine learning to onnetionist AIto VLSI design [27℄. Cellular and other network automata with the loal updaterules restrited to monotone Boolean funtions have also been of a onsiderableinterest (e.g., [6, 20℄). The problem of ounting the FPs in monotone BooleanSDSs and SyDSs is originally addressed in [20℄. In general, ounting FPs ofmonotone Boolean S(y)DSs either exatly or approximately is omputationallyintratable. This intratability holds even for the graphs that are simultaneouslybipartite, planar, and very sparse on average [20℄. An example of suh graphsare the star graphs, in whih a single entral node is onneted to everyone else,and eah non-entral node is linked only to the entral node. We reall that(monotone) 2CNF stands for Boolean formulae in Conjuntive Normal Formsuh that eah lause ontains exatly two (unnegated) literals.Lemma 3.2 [℄ Counting exatly the �xed points of a monotone Boolean SDSor SyDS de�ned over a star graph, and suh that the update rule of the entralnode is given as a monotone 2CNF formula of size O(n), where n is thenumber of nodes in the star graph, is #P-omplete.Moreover, as a orollary to the results of D. Roth in [19℄ and S. Vadhan in[26℄, the problem of approximately ounting FPs of monotone Boolean S(y)DSsto within 2n1�� , in the same setting as in Lemma 3.2, is NP-hard [20℄.We will argue in the sequel that the hardness of the exat enumeration ofFPs for monotone S(y)DSs holds even when the underlying graphs are requiredto be uniformly sparse. We will also show that the problem of enumerating thestable on�gurations of uniformly sparse disrete Hop�eld networks (DHNs) isomputationally intratable, as well.A disrete Hop�eld network (DHN) [15℄ is made of n binary-valued nodes;the set of eah node's possible states is, by onvention, f�1;+1g. Assoiated toeah pair of nodes (vi; vj) is (in general, real-valued) weight, wij . The weightmatrix of a DHN is de�ned as W = [wij ℄ni;j=1. Eah node also has a �xedthreshold, hi 2 R. A node vi updates its state xi from time step t to step t+1aording to xt+1i  sgn( nXj=1wij � xtj � hi) (1)We will not bother to expliitly distinguish between an S(y)DS's or DHN's node,vi, and this node's state, usually denoted by si or xi; the intended meaning willbe lear from the ontext. In the standard DHN model, the nodes updatesynhronously in parallel, just like the nodes of an SyDS do. We point out thatthe asynhronous Hop�eld networks, where the nodes update sequentially, oneat a time, have also been studied [11, 12℄. In these sequential DHNs, however,



6 Complexity of Counting in Disrete Dynamial Systemsit is not required that the nodes update aording to a �xed permutation like inour SDS model; these di�erenes are inonsequential insofar as the �xed pointsare onerned [18℄.In the Hop�eld networks literature, the weight matrix W is usually assumedsymmetri, i.e., for all pairs of indies fi; jg, wij = wji holds. We all aDHN symmetri if its weight matrix W is symmetri. A DHN is alled simpleif wii = 0 for all i = 1; :::; n [12℄.In [11℄, Floreen and Orponen establish that the problem of determining thenumber of �xed point on�gurations of simple disrete Hop�eld networks, withsymmetri weight matries W = [wij ℄ suh that all the weights wij are integersand wii = 0 along the main diagonal, is #P-omplete. The Hop�eld networksfor whih this intratability of ounting stable on�gurations is shown, however,are relatively dense, i.e., with a onsiderable number of weights wij 6= 0 [11℄.In ontrast, our results in Lemma 3.2 for monotone Boolean SDSs and SyDSsthat are rather similar to binary-valued disrete Hop�eld networks only allow asingle node to have a large neighborhood; see [20, 22℄ for more details.We argue next that ounting the FPs remains omputationally intratableeven if no node has more than O(1) neighbors. Namely, the hardness of ount-ing FPs is shown to hold even when several onsiderable restritions on theunderlying graph struture, as well as the nature and the number of the nodeupdate rules, are simultaneously imposed. Bool-Mon-S(y)DS below standsfor a monotone Boolean SDS or SyDS.Proposition 3.2 [℄ Counting the �xed points of Bool-Mon-S(y)DSs exatlyis #P-omplete, even when all of the following restritions on the struture ofsuh an S(y)DS simultaneously hold:{ the node update rules are monotone linear threshold funtions;{ eah node of this S(y)DS has at most three neighbors;{ at most two di�erent positive integer weights are used by eah loalupdate rule { more spei�ally, it suÆes to onsider wij 2 f0; 1; 2g;{ only two di�erent monotone linear threshold rules are used by theS(y)DS's nodes.The proof is omitted due to spae onstraints; it an be found in [23℄.As a onsequene, we have the following result about synhronous as well asasynhronous disrete Hop�eld networks with sparse weight matries:Corollary 3.1 [℄ Determining the exat number of stable on�gurations of asynhronous (parallel) or an asynhronous (sequential) disrete Hop�eld networkwith n nodes is #P-omplete even when all of the following restritions on theweight matrix W = [wij ℄ simultaneously hold: (i) W is symmetri: wij = wjifor all pairs of indies i; j 2 f1; :::; ng; (ii) wii = 1 along the main diagonal forall i 2 f1; :::; ng; (iii) wij 2 f0; 1; 2g for all pairs of indies i; j 2 f1; :::; ng; and(iv) eah row and eah olumn of W has at most three (alternatively, exatlythree) nonzero entries o� the main diagonal.
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